Because enemy sends men to spy on us we must uncover them and at any cost convert them to double spies and serve our cause. Of double spies we succeed in causing doomed spies to carry believable false information to the enemy. Of double spies we may question returning spies and interpret their information correctly. The purpose of all varieties of spying is accurate foreknowledge. And the most accurate foreknowledge is derived from the various kinds of information derived from the double spy. For those reasons the double spy and the man who exposed him to you must be lavishly rewarded. Throughout history it has been spies who made possible the founding of new states and the toppling of corrupt ones. Only wise sovereigns and benevolent use their best men for spying. Yet accurate information allows leaders to act through honorable means and achieve desirable results. Spies are the most important element in preserving the health of the people, because on them depends the ability to see and to know what is really happening and thus to act properly.

THE END